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Abstract—Deep metric learning aims at learning the distance
metric between pair of samples, through the deep neural net-
works to extract the semantic feature embeddings where similar
samples are close to each other while dissimilar samples are
farther apart. A large amount of loss functions based on pair
distances have been presented in the literature for guiding the
training of deep metric learning. In this paper, we unify them in
a general pair-based weighting loss function, where the minimize
objective loss is just the distances weighting of informative pairs.
The general pair-based weighting loss includes two main aspects,
(1) samples mining and (2) pairs weighting. Samples mining aims
at selecting the informative positive and negative pair sets to
exploit the structured relationship of samples in a mini-batch
and also reduce the number of non-trivial pairs. Pair weighting
aims at assigning different weights for different pairs according to
the pair distances for discriminatively training the network. We
detailedly review those existing pair-based losses inline with our
general loss function, and explore some possible methods from
the perspective of samples mining and pairs weighting. Finally,
extensive experiments on three image retrieval datasets show that
our general pair-based weighting loss obtains new state-of-the-art
performance, demonstrating the effectiveness of the pair-based
samples mining and pairs weighting for deep metric learning.
Index Terms—deep metric learning, pair-based loss, samples
mining, pairs weighting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Measuring the distances (similarities) between pair of sam-
ples is a core foundation for learning (including detection,
tracking and recognition, etc.) in computer community. Being
able to first measure how similar a given pair of samples
are, the following learning tasks will be a lot simpler. For
example, given such distance measure, recognition tasks are
simply reduced to the nearest neighbor searching problem.
From the perspective of distance measure, metric learning
[5], [12], [18], [34]–[36] and dimensionality reduction [1]–[3],
[24], [28] methods are with the same objective, all aiming at
learning semantic distance metric and embeddings such that
similar samples are pulled as close as possible while dissimilar
samples are pushed apart from each other. Metric learning
has been applied to a variety of applications, such as image
retrieval [34], [35], clustering [16], [17], face recognition [37],
action recognition [3], person re-identification [40], [42].
Traditional metric learning methods [10], [28], [36] focus on
learning a Mahalanobis distance metric, which always can be
equivalent to the Euclidean distance after some linear projec-
tions. Recently, due to the remarkable success of convolutional
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neural networks [9], [13], deep metric learning (DML) meth-
ods have attracted a lot of attention. DML discriminatively
trains the neural networks guiding by the loss function to
directly learn the non-linear projection from the original image
space to the semantic feature embedding space. The non-linear
projection is implemented by the neural networks. Compared
to traditional metric learning methods, which always work
on the pre-learned feature representations to learn semantic
embeddings, the great advantage of DML is that the neural
network can jointly learn the feature representations and
semantic embeddings. In other words, DML unifies the feature
representations and semantic embeddings into one, directly
learning the semantic embeddings.
Addition to the neural network architecture, the loss func-
tion plays the most important role in a successful deep neural
network framework. Generally, the losses can be classified into
two categories, softmax-based losses [4], [23], [31]–[33] and
the pair distance-based losses [8], [21], [26], [27], [34], [35].
The softmax-based loss aims at solving the classification tasks,
predicting the correct labels for every sample. However, the
pair distance-based loss aims at learning the distance metric
to measure the distance (similarity) of sample pairs. In this
paper, we focus on the second one.
A large variety of pair-based losses have been proposed
for deep metric learning. Contrastive loss [8] explores the
relationship between pairwise samples, i.e., minimizing the
distance of positive pairs while maximizing the distance of
negative pairs for being bigger than a margin. Triplet loss
[26], based on an anchor sample, aims to learn a distance
metric by which the positive pair distances are smaller than
the corresponding negative pair distances by a margin. Alter-
natively, lifted structured loss [21], [39] and N-pair loss [27]
are proposed to take the structure relationship of samples into
consideration by assigning different weights for different pairs.
Given a query sample, lifted structured loss [21] intends to
identify one positive sample from all corresponding negative
samples, while N-pair loss [27] intends to identify one positive
sample from N-1 negative samples of N-1 classes. Though
driven by different motivations, these methods generally have
a common principle of learning from informative pairs, by
two steps (1) samples mining and (2) pairs weighting. Sam-
ples mining step selects the informative pairs out, and pairs
weighting step assigns different weights for different pairs
according to the pair distances since different pairs contribute
differently. Recently, ranked list loss [34] and multi-similarity
loss [35] are proposed to explicitly construct loss functions
from the perspective of pairs weighting. Based on contrastive
loss [8], ranked list loss [34] assigns weights for negative pairs
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2based on the corresponding losses. In [35], under a general
pairs weighing framework, multi-similarity loss function is
proposed to fully consider three kinds of similarities for pairs
weighting based on the pairs weighting strategy of lifted
structured loss [21].
In this paper, motivated by ranked list loss [34] and multi-
similarity loss [35], we unify those existing pair-based losses
into a general pair-based weighting loss function, directly
weighting the distances of informative pairs. We also focus
on two aspects, samples mining for informative pairs selection
and pairs weighting for taking advantage of different pairs.
Those existing pair-based losses are reviewed inline with our
general pair-based weighting loss formulation, attempting to
deeply understand their motivations and analyse their adopting
samples mining and pairs weighting methods. Based on the
analysis, we explore some possible methods from the per-
spective of samples mining and pairs weighting. The potential
combinations of these samples mining and pairs weighting
methods are well considered. Finally, extensive experiments
on three image retrieval benchmarks are conducted to evaluate
our proposed general pair-based weighting loss functions.
To summarize, our main contributions are that.
• We unify the pair-based loss functions into a general for-
mulation, directly weighting the distances of informative
pairs. It makes the design of pair-based loss function for
deep metric learning to be two steps, samples mining and
pairs weighting.
• Some possible samples mining and pairs weighting meth-
ods are detailedly explored, and the potential combina-
tions of them are also considered.
• Our general pair-based weighting loss function obtains
new state-of-the-art performance on three standard image
retrieval datasets.
II. THE GENERAL PAIR-BASED WEIGHTING LOSS
In this section, we will first give the formulation of our
general pair-based weighting loss function, and then review
those existing pair-based losses inline with our general pair-
based weighting loss formulation.
A. The formulation of general pair-based weighting loss
Given paired data set {(xi, xj , yij)}, where yij ∈ {0, 1}
indicates whether a pair (xi, xj) is from the same class (yij =
1) or not (yij = 0), the deep distance metric is defined as,
D(xi, xj) = d(zi, zj) = d
(
θ; f(xi), f(xj)
)
, (1)
where zi = f(xi) is the learned embedding by the deep neural
network with parameters θ, and d indicates the Euclidean
distance d(zi, zj) = ‖zi − zj‖2.
Based on the deep neural network, deep metric learning
(DML) methods are usually trained based on sample tuples
composed of several samples with certain similarity relations,
aiming to learn an embedding space, where the embedded
vectors from the same class are encouraged to be closer,
while those from different classes are pushed apart away from
each other. The deep neural network parameters θ are learned
under a specifical loss objective. Based on the distance metric
Dij = D(xi, xj) in Eqn. (1), the minimizing optimization
problem can be formulated as,
θ∗ = argmin
θ
L(θ; {Dij})
= argmin
θ
L(θ; {Dij |yij = 1}) + L(θ; {Dij |yij = 0}),
(2)
where {Dij} is the whole paired distance set, {Dij |yij = 1}
is the positive paired distance set, and {Dij |yij = 0} is the
negative paired distance set.
The derivative with respect to neural network parameters θ
can be calculated as,
∂L(θ; {Dij})
∂θ
=
∑
(i,j)
∂L(θ; {Dij})
∂Dij
∂Dij
∂θ
. (3)
Note that when calculating the gradient of L(θ; {Dij}) with
respect to θ, the term ∂L(θ;{Dij})∂Dij is a constant number, which
is only determined by the loss function, without the neural
network parameters. We term wij =
∂L(θ;{Dij})
∂Dij
. Therefore,
the general pair-based weighting loss function1 can be
uniformly reformulated as,
L(θ; {Dij}) =
∑
(i,j)
wijDij . (4)
Since the core ideal of metric learning is to pull positive
pairs as close as possible and push negative pairs apart from
each other 2, we can simply reformulated the loss function in
the following with two terms,
L(θ; {Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
wijDij +
∑
yij=0
wij(−Dij), (5)
where wij ≥ 0.
The aforementioned loss function is constructed on the pair
sets {(xi, xj)}. However, some methods are based on triplet
sets {(xi, xj , xk)|yij = 1, yik = 0} focusing on enlarging
the margin between the positive and negative pair with an
anchor. In this case, the minimizing optimization problem can
be formulated as,
θ∗ = argmin
θ
L(θ; {Dij}) (6)
= argmin
θ
L(θ; {Dij −Dik|yij = 1, yik = 0}).
The derivative with respect to neural network parameters θ
can be calculated as,
∂L(θ; {Dij})
∂θ
(7)
=
∑
(i,j,k),
yij=1,yik=0
∂L(θ; {Dij −Dik})
∂(Dij −Dik)
∂(Dij −Dik)
∂θ
,
1Dij may be with a bias term, such as Dij −m.
2Therefore, we assume that ∂L(θ;{Dij |yij=1})
∂Dij
≥ 0, and
∂L(θ;{Dij |yij=0})
∂Dij
≤ 0.
3where
∂(Dij −Dik)
∂θ
(8)
=
∂(Dij −Dik)
∂Dij
∂Dij
∂θ
+
∂(Dij −Dik)
∂Dik
∂Dik
∂θ
=
∂Dij
∂θ
+
∂(−Dik)
∂θ
.
Similarly, we term wijk =
∂L(θ;{Dij−Dik})
∂(Dij−Dik)
3. When com-
bining Eqn. (8) into Eqn. (7), we can obtain the following,
∂L(θ; {Dij})
∂θ
(9)
=
∑
(i,j,k),
yij=1,yik=0
wijk
∂(Dij −Dik)
∂θ
=
∑
(i,j,k),
yij=1,yik=0
wijk (
∂Dij
∂θ
+
∂(−Dik)
∂θ
).
Consequently, the triplets based loss function can be refor-
mulated as,
L(θ; {Dij}) =
∑
(i,j,k),
yij=1,yik=0
wijk(Dij −Dik), (10)
where wijk ≥ 0.
Compare our triplet-based loss function (Eqn. (10)) to our
pair-based loss function (Eqn. (5)), we can find that the
triplet-based loss function is essentially the same to the pair-
based loss function, assigning different weights for each pair
(positive or negative). The only difference is that triplet-
based loss function assigns equal weight for both positive and
negative pairs in a triplet.
From Eqn. (5) and Eqn. (10), we can know that there are
two main points the loss functions should focus on.
1) Samples mining to construct the informative positive
and negative pair sets, or reform into the triplet sets.
2) The design of pair-based loss function is essentially
computing the weight for each pair.
B. Review the existing pair-based loss functions
In this section, we will briefly review some existing pair-
based loss functions and unify them into our general pair-based
weighting loss function, including contrastive loss [8], triplet
loss [26], N-pair loss [27], lifted structured loss [21], and
multi-similarity loss [35]. For simplification, in the following
we will discard the parameters θ when describing the loss
functions.
1) Contrastive loss: Based on paired data, contrastive loss
[8] is designed to minimize the distance 4 between a positive
3Similar to wij , we also can assume wijk =
∂L(θ;{Dij−Dik})
∂(Dij−Dik) ≥ 0 for{(i, j, k)|yij = 1, yik = 0}.
4Note that, for both contrastive loss [8] and triplet loss [26], in the original
paper, they focus on the square of pair distance. The difference of distance
and square distance in loss function, we will discuss in Section III-B5 and
IV-B3.
pair while penalize the distance between a negative pair being
smaller than a predefined margin m,
L({Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
Dij +
∑
yij=0
[m−Dij ]+, (11)
where [·]+ operation indicates the hinge function max(0, ·).
Concretely, contrastive loss (1) only mines negative pairs
whose distance is smaller than m, and (2) assigns equal weight
(wij = 1) for all the selected pairs.
2) Triplet loss: Based on triplet data {(xi, xj , xk), |yij =
1, yik = 0}, triplet loss [26] is designed to make the distance
of positive pair be smaller than the distance of negative pair
by a margin m in a triplet,
L({Dij}) =
∑
(i,j,k),
yij=1,yik=0
[Dij −Dik +m]+. (12)
Concretely, triplet loss (1) mines suitable samples to form
informative triplets, and (2) also assigns equal weight (wijk =
1) for all the selected pairs.
3) N-pair loss : Triplet loss pulls one positive sample while
pushing a negative one simultaneously. To improve the triplet
loss by interacting with more negative classes and samples,
N-pair loss 5 [27] is designed to identify one positive sample
from N − 1 negative samples of N − 1 classes (one negative
sample per class),
L({Dik}) =
∑
yii=1
log
(
1 +
∑
yik=0
exp(Dii −Dik)
)
, (13)
where {Dik
∣∣i, k = 1, · · · , N ; yii = 1; and yik = 0, if k 6= i},
and Dii is the distance of a positive pair xi and x+i .
Concretely, N-pair loss (1) mines the informative samples
by randomly sampling one positive pair for each class to form
N pairs, then utilizing the multi-class relationships among
the N pairs. (2) Then it assigns equal weight (wiik =
exp(Dii−Dik)
1+
∑
k 6=i exp(Dii−Dik) ) for both the positive and negative pair
in a triplet.
4) Lifted structured loss: Instead of only utilizing one
negative sample of each class, lifted structured loss [21] is
designed to incorporating all the negative samples in the
training mini-batch. For each positive pair (xi, xj), lifted
structured loss aims to pull (xi and xj) as close as possible
and push all the negative samples corresponding to (xi and
xj) farther than a margin m, which can be mathematically
formulated as,
L({Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
[
Dij + log
( ∑
yik=0
exp(m−Dik)
)
(14)
+ log
( ∑
yjl=0
exp(m−Djl)
)]
+
.
Given a query sample, lifted structured loss intends to identify
one positive sample from all corresponding negative samples
in the mini-batch to full explore the structure relationship.
Concretely, lifted structured loss (1) utilizes all the negative
5N-pair loss [27] and multi-similarity loss [35] are originally described
in the similarity formulation, which is essentially the same to the Euclidean
distance formulation, just as the L2 normalized Euclidean distance vs. cosine
similarity.
4samples and mines informative samples which make the
hinge function return a non-zero value. Then (2) for the
positive pair, lifted structured loss assigns weight wij = 1,
while assigns different weights for each negative pair wik =
exp(m−Dik)∑
yik=0
exp(m−Dik) .
5) Multi-similarity loss: Based on lifted structured loss,
multi-similarity loss [35] is designed to full utilize both
positive and negative pairs by a more generalized weight-
ing strategy. Firstly, by a predefined threshold , it mines
informative pairs by the triplet criterion: those positive pairs
are sampled whose distance are bigger than the smallest
distance of negative pairs minimizing  (Eqn. (22)), while
those negative pairs are sampled whose distances are smaller
than the biggest distance of positive pairs adding  (Eqn. (23)).
Then the loss is calculated as,
L({Dij}) = 1
α
log
[
1 +
∑
yij=1
exp
(
α(Dij −m)
)]
(15)
+
1
β
log
[
1 +
∑
yik=0
exp
(
β(m−Dik)
)]
,
where α, β and m are predefined hyper-parameters to well
control the weights for different pairs. Concretely, multi-
similarity loss (1) mines informative pairs by the triplet crite-
rion for both positive and negative pairs, then (2) respectively
assigns different weights, wij =
exp
(
α(Dij−m)
)
1+
∑
yij=1
exp
(
α(Dij−m)
)
for positive pairs, while wik =
exp
(
β(m−Dik)
)
1+
∑
yik=0
exp
(
β(m−Dik)
) for
negative pairs.
Comparing the weights of multi-similarity (MS) loss to the
weights of lifted structured (LS) loss, we can find that there
are three differences. (1) ML loss computes weights for both
of the positive and negative pairs, while LS loss only focuses
on negative pairs. (2) The weights of ML loss adds 1 in the
denominator. In my opinion, this operation maybe meaningless
because any sample pair Dij ≥ m will make the denominator
of wij increasing more than 1, also Dik ≤ m to wik. The
parameter β also will affect the values. (3) ML loss adds the
temperature parameters α and β to well adjust the weights.
Through the above analysis, we can unify these above pair-
based loss functions into our general loss functions (pair-based
weighting loss function (Eqn. (5)) or triplet-based weighting
loss function (Eqn. (10))). Among them, contrastive loss [8],
lifted structured loss [21], and multi-similarity loss [35] are in
line with pair-based weighting loss function (Eqn. (5)), while
triplet loss [26] and N-pair loss [27] are inline with triplet-
based weighting loss function (Eqn. (10)).
III. METHODOLOGIES
In this section, based on our general weighting loss func-
tions (Eqn. (5) and Eqn. (10)), we will explore some possible
methods from the perspective of samples mining and pairs
weighting.
A. Samples mining
There are two places referring to the samples mining. One
is the sampler strategy to construct the mini-batch during
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠
𝑚1
𝑚2
𝑚
𝑚
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛
𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
Fig. 1. The illustration of different samples mining methods. We take 3
classes for an example, where different shapes indicate different classes, and
the red circle is an anchor.
training. The other is the informative samples mining in the
loss function.
Mini-batch construction. There are two ways to construct the
a mini-batch. (1) Random sampler. In this case, all samples
and classes are randomly sampled. (2) PK sampler, randomly
sampling P classes and K images per class. In this case, in
a mini-batch, for every query image there are K − 1 positive
images and (P − 1)K negative images. It can simulate the
true structure of real data.
Here, we concentrate on the second aspect, how to mine
the informative pairs for loss functions in a mini-batch. The
details are illustrated in Fig. 1.
1) Positive and negative thresholds: Since the core ideal of
metric learning is to pull positive pairs as close as possible and
push negative pairs apart from each other, the intuitive insight
is to set thresholds. The distances of negative pairs should
be larger than a predefined threshold, while the distances of
positive pairs should be smaller than a predefined threshold.
Those pairs which are not meet the criterion should be pay
more attention to. Mathematically, it can formulated as,
{D+ij | Dij ≥ m1, yij = 1}, (16)
{D−ij | Dij ≤ m2, yij = 0}, (17)
where 0 ≤ m1 ≤ m2. In this case, the general pair-based
weighting loss function (Eqn. (5)) could be reformulated as,
L({Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
wij [Dij −m1]+ +
∑
yij=0
wij [m2 −Dij ]+.
(18)
Contrastive loss [8], discriminative deep metric learning [12],
margin based loss [38] and ranked list loss [34] are all in this
samples mining manner. The only difference is with different
threshold settings for m1 and m2.
2) Triplet margin: Positive and negative thresholds are only
focusing on the self pair distances, ignoring the relative pair
distances. Therefore, triplet margin is designed to select those
samples in a triplet, where the distance of positive pair adding
5a margin m is bigger than that of negative pair. It can be
mathematically formulated as,
{(Dij , Dik)|Dij +m ≥ Dik, yij = 1, yik = 0}, (19)
where m ≥ 0.
For calculation simplicity, Hermans et al. [11] proposed an
organizational modification to mine the hardest triplets.
{(Dij , Dik)|Dij = max
yij=1
Dij , Dik = max
yik=0
Dik}. (20)
In this case, the general triplet-based weighting loss function
(Eqn. (10)) could be reformulated as,
L({Dij}) =
∑
(i,j,k),
yij=1,yik=0
wijk[Dij −Dik +m]+. (21)
Moreover, based on the triplet margin method, we also can
mine the positive and negative pairs in a mini-batch as done
by multi-similarity loss [35].
{D+ij | Dij ≥ (minyik=0Dik)− , yij = 1}, (22)
{D−ik | Dik ≤ (maxyij=1Dij) + , yik = 0}. (23)
This samples mining method is similar to the aforementioned
positive and negative thresholds method. Positive and negative
thresholds method sets two fixed thresholds m1 and m2, where
0 ≤ m1 ≤ m2, while the this method sets one margin  for
dynamically controlling the hardest informative samples.
3) Structure relationship mining: To effectively utilize the
information among the training samples in a mini-batch,
the structure relationships are explored. Multi-class N-pair
loss [27] incorporates more negative classes. It samples a
positive pair from each class (N pairs), aiming to identify
one positive sample from N-1 negative samples of N-1 classes
(one negative sample per class). Moreover, for every positive
pair (xi and xj), lifted structured loss [21] takes all the
negative pairs, corresponding to xi and xj , into account in
a mini-batch, aiming to identify one positive sample from
all corresponding negative samples. In fact, the PK sampler
for mini-batch construction is already including the structure
relationship. These two structure relationship mining methods
can be simply simulated by setting K = 2.
B. Pairs weighting
In view of the general pair-based weighting loss function
(Eqn. (18)) and triplet-based weighting loss function (Eqn.
(21)), after the samples mining, the most important step is
the weighting for selected pairs. Different pairs have different
influences on the loss function through assigning different
weights for gradient computation. Here, we explore some
possible weighting strategies. Note that, the weight wij in our
loss functions are just the calculated number without gradient6.
We term w+ij as the weight for positive pair, and w
−
ij as the
weight for negative pair.
6We compute the weight wij with the operation of Dij .detach() in
Pytorch framework.
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(c) (d)
Fig. 2. The illustration of different weight strategies based on the pair-based
loss functions, blue curves for positive pairs and red curves for negative pairs.
(a) The contrastive loss based on distances. (b) The contrastive loss based on
square distances. (c) The pth power weights. (d) The exponential weights.
1) Constant weight: The most simple case is treat all the
selected pairs equally with a constant weight. For pair-based
loss,
w+ij = w
−
ij = 1. (24)
For triplet-based loss,
wijk = 1. (25)
Contrastive loss [8], triplet loss [26] and margin based loss
[38] are in this case.
2) The pth power weight: Based on the pair distances, we
can assign different weights for each pair. The core principle is
that, (1) for positive pair, the bigger the distance is the bigger
the weight should be. (2) For negative pair, the smaller the
distance is the bigger the weight should be. Big weight denotes
big absolute gradient, corresponding to the hard sample.
The pth (p ≥ 0) power could be adopted to calculate weight.
For pair-based loss,
w+ij = (Dij −m1)p, (26)
w−ij = (m2 −Dij)q, (27)
where p and q are predefined hyper-parameters to well control
the weights for different pairs.
For triplet-based loss,
wijk = (Dij −Dik +m)p. (28)
When p = q = 0, the pth power weight is just the aforemen-
tioned constant weight wij = 1.
3) Exponential weight: When computing the weight, the
exponential operation is frequently utilized, such as multi-
similarity loss [35], ranked list loss [34], hardness-aware deep
metric learning [43], deep adversarial metric learning [6],
lifted structure loss [21], N-pair loss [27] and discriminative
deep metric learning [12].
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𝑳𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄 𝑳𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄
Fig. 3. The framework for our deep metric learning. We take the bn-inception
model as the backbone. The inputs images are fed into the network to extract
features, guided by the metric loss. The black lines are the flows of baseline
architecture, while adding those red lines are the multi-level features fusion.
For pair-based loss,
w+ij = exp(α(Dij −m1)), (29)
w−ij = exp(β(m2 −Dij)). (30)
For triplet-based loss,
wijk = exp(α(Dij −Dik +m)), (31)
where α and β are predefined hyper-parameters to well control
the weights for different pairs. When α = β = 0, the
exponential weight is just the aforementioned constant weight
wij = 1.
4) Weight normalization: The above pth power weight
and exponential weight only focus on the self pair distance,
ignoring the relative pair distance which, however, could
reflect the structure information of training samples in a mini-
batch. Therefore, to well utilized the structure relationship of
pairs in a mini-batch, we respectively normalize those pair
weights.
For pair-based loss,
w+ij =
w+ij∑
yij=1
w+ij
, (32)
w−ij =
w−ij∑
yij=0
w−ij
. (33)
For triplet-based loss,
wijk =
wijk∑
yij=1,ik=0
wijk
. (34)
5) The square distance: As aforementioned, the contrastive
loss [8] and triplet loss [26] are implemented in square distance
formulation. The original contrastive loss [8],
L({Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
[Dij −m1]2+ +
∑
yij=0
[m2 −Dij ]2+, (35)
which is essentially the same to our pth power weight when
p = 1.
However, we can use the square distance in another manner,
L({Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
[D2ij −m1]+ +
∑
yij=0
[m2 −D2ij ]+. (36)
Algorithm 1: The general pair-based weighting loss for
deep metric learning.
Input: All the training images; the pre-trained network
parameters θ; the parameters for loss functions:
m1, m2, , p, q, α, β;
Output: The updated network parameters θ;
begin
Iterate step1 to step6:
Step 1: Construct the mini-batch X = {xi} by PK
sampler;
Step 2: Feed X into the network to obtain
embeddings Z = {f(θ;xi)};
Step 3: Compute the pair distance D = {‖zi − zj‖2}
for Z;
Step 4: Iteration
for each zi ∈ Z do
Sample the positive pairs and negative pairs
based on D according to Eqns. (16, 17);
Compute the weights for every pair according to
Eqns. (26, 27, 28) or Eqns. (29, 30, 31);
Compute the loss Li for zi according to Eqn.
(18);
end
Step 5: Calculate the final loss for mini-batch Z,
L = 1PK
∑PK
i Li;
Step 6: Perform backpropagation to update the
network parameters θ.
return The updated network parameters θ.
end
The original triplet loss [26],
L({Dij}) =
∑
(i,j,k),
yij=1,yik=0
[D2ij −D2ik +m]+. (37)
These two loss functions based on square distance will lead
to different kinds of gradients compared to our pth power
weight method.
6) The comparison of different weights strategies: In our
pair-based loss function, those negative pairs with small dis-
tances will lead large losses, while those positive pairs with
large distances will lead large losses. Different loss functions
are with different magnitudes for each pair through the weights
(also the gradients).
We compare the difference of distance and square distance
in contrastive loss, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The distance
loss treats every pair equally, with gradients |wij | = 1 for
every Dij . However, the square distance loss is with gradients
|wij | = 2Dij , which will give zero gradients to those negative
pairs with zero distance.
The pth power and exponential weight strategies are shown
in Fig. 2 (c) and (d). We can see that they truly satisfy the core
principle for weighting. (1) For positive pair, the bigger the
distance is the bigger the weight should be. (2) For negative
pair, the smaller the distance is the bigger the weight should
be. The magnitudes of weights can be adjusted by the hyper-
parameters to well utilize different pairs.
7TABLE I
THE RESULTS OF BASELINE ON THE CUB-200-2011.
Racall@K (%) 1 2 4 8 16 32
no freeze BN 61.2 73.3 82.7 89.7 94.2 96.9
no freeze backbone 65.2 76.3 84.0 90.4 94.5 96.9
baseline(pair-based) 65.5 76.6 84.7 90.8 94.3 97.3
baseline(triplet-based) 64.3 75.8 84.5 90.4 95.0 97.3
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the
effectiveness of our general pair-based weighting loss for deep
metric learning on three standard datasets, CUB-200-2011
[30], Cars-196 [15] and Stanford online products (SOP) [21].
A. Experimental settings
Datasets. Following the setup of [21], [34], [35], [43], we
perform the image retrieval task under zero-shot settings,
where the training set and test set contain image classes with
no intersection.
(1) CUB-200-2011 [30] consists of 11,788 images of 200
bird species. 5,864 images of the first 100 classes are used for
training and 5,924 images of the other 100 classes for testing.
(2) Cars-196 [15] has 16,185 images of 196 car model
categories. We use the first 98 classes (8,054 images) for
training and the remaining 98 classes (8,131 images) for
testing.
(3) Stanford online products (SOP) [21] is composed of
120,053 images of 22,634 online products sold on eBay.com.
59,551 images of 11,318 categories and 60,502 images of
11,316 categories are used for training and testing respectively.
Architecture. For fair comparison with [34], [35], we adopt
the GoogleNet V2 (BN-inception) [13] as our backbone
network. The details are shown in Fig. 3. (1) We add
three fully connected layers after inception3, inception4 and
inception5 modules, respectively. (2) The black lines are the
flows of baseline architecture. (3) Adding those red lines are
the multi-level features fusion, by cat operation.
Metrics. We report the image retrieval performance in terms
of Recall@K, which is determined by the existence of at least
one correct retrieved sample in the K nearest neighbors. All
the features are L2 normalised before computing their distance
during training and testing.
Implementation details. We implement all the methods in
Pytorch framework. The procedures of our general pair-based
loss function for deep metric learning is shown in Algorithm
1. In the experiments, we adopt the PK sampler to construct
mini-batch, setting K = 5, and P = 16 for CUB-200-2011
[30] and Cars-196 [15] datasets, P = 64 for Stanford online
products [21] dataset. All the input images were cropped to
224× 224. For data augmentation, we used random crop with
random horizontal mirroring for training, and single center
crop for testing. Adam optimizer was used for all experiments
with a learning rate 1e-5. The pre-trained model on ImageNet
[25] is used for initialisation. According to [21], the new
fully connected layers are randomly initialised and optimised
with 10 times larger learning rate than the others for faster
TABLE II
THE RESULTS OF SAMPLES MINING ON THE CUB-200-2011.
Racall@K (%) 1 2 4 8 16 32
Random sampler 52.0 64.0 74.7 83.1 89.8 93.9
baseline
65.5 76.6 84.7 90.8 94.3 97.3(PK sampler,
thresholds)
+ triplet margin 64.8 76.1 84.4 90.5 94.7 97.3
convergence. Moreover, we freeze all the batch normalization
layers during training and freezing the BN-inception backbone
network for the first 5 epochs. For CUB-200-2011, training
lasts for 20 epochs. For Cars-196 and stanford online products
(SOP), training lasts for 60 epochs.
B. Ablation study
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our general pair-based
weighting loss function (Eqns. (18) and (21)) for deep metric
learning, we conduct ablation experiments on CUB-200-2011.
The output dimensions of fully connected layers are set d =
512.
1) A strong baseline: We adopt the baseline architecture
(without multi-level features fusion), and ignore the weight
in our general pair-based loss function (Eqn (18)), setting
wij = 1 for all pairs. We empirically set m1 = 0 and
m2 = 0.8. During training, we add two tricks to boost the
performance. (1) Freezing all the batch-normalization layers.
(2) Freezing the BN-inception backbone network for 5 epochs,
namely only training the newly added fully connected layers
for the first 5 epochs. The results are listed in Table I. We
can find that (1) freezing the batch-normalization (BN) layers
truly can greatly improve the performance, and (2) freezing
the backbone network also has some positive effects.
Moreover, we still conduct experiments with the general
triplet-based loss function (Eqn (21)), setting wij = 1 for all
triplets. We empirically set the margin m = 0.1. It achieves a
little worse results compared to the pair-based loss function.
Therefore, we focus on pair-based loss function to demonstrate
the effectiveness of samples mining in the following.
2) The effectiveness of samples mining: There are two
places referring to the samples mining. One is the sampler
strategy to construct the mini-batch during training. The other
is the informative samples mining in the loss function. We test
our pair-based baseline with different sampler strategies (ran-
dom sampler and PK sampler) and the informative samples
mining methods (pair distance thresholds and triplet margin).
The results are shown in Table II.
Our baseline method is with PK sampler. For mini-batch
construction, the random sampler is adopted to compare with
PK sampler. The results in Table II show that random sampler
performs much worse than PK sampler, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of PK sampler for constructing informative
mini-batch. It can reflect the structure relationship of samples,
which is stressed by lifted structured loss [21] and N-pair loss
[27].
Moreover, our baseline method (Eqn. (18)) implicitly in-
cludes the pair distance thresholds for the informative samples
864 128 256 512 1024 2048
Pair-P 60 64.5 66.5 68.6 69.5 68.1
Triplet-P 59.1 62.9 66.3 68.4 69.5 69.4
Pair-E 58.9 62.9 66.2 68.6 68 67.7
Triplet-E 58.4 65 66.8 68.5 68.7 68.4
64 128 256 512 1024 2048
Pair-P 60 64.5 66.5 68.6 69.5 68.1
Triplet-P 59.1 62.9 66.3 68.4 69.5 69.4
Pair-E 58.9 62.9 66.2 68.6 68 67.7
Triplet-E 58.4 65 66.8 68.5 68.7 68.4
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Fig. 4. The effect of feature dimensions with our proposed general loss
functions on CUB-200-2011 dataset.
mining. Therefore, we add the triplet margin mining (Eqns.
(22 and (23)) after the pair distance thresholds mining. We
empirically set m1 = 07, m2 = 0.8 for pair distance thresholds
mining, and  = 0.1 for triplet margin mining. The results
show that adding triplet margin mining do not improve the
performance. To some extent, it demonstrates the effectiveness
of PK sampler combined with pair distance thresholds for
informative samples mining.
3) The effectiveness of pairs weighting: There are four
aspects about the pair weighting, square distance, pth power
weighting, exponential weighting and weight normalization.
We conduct experiments based on both pair-based weight-
ing loss (Eqn. (18)) and triplet-based weighting loss (Eqn.
(21)) to evaluate the effectiveness of pairs weighting. For
simplification, along with the different parameters in weight
computation, we set three kinds of experimental manners. v0:
the baseline architecture, the black lines in Fig. 3. v1: the
baseline architecture with weight normalization (Sec. III-B4).
v2: the baseline architecture with weight normalization and
multi-level features fusion, adding the red lines in Fig. 3. The
results are shown in Table III, from which we can know the
following points.
• Square distance. Compared to v1 with p, q = 0, 0 (our
baseline), square distance8 (Eqns. (36) and (37)) achieved
comparable results. However, square distance can not combine
with our pair weighting methods, because the square operation
of distance will destroy the designed weights.
•Weight normalization. v1 performs much better than v0,
demonstrating the effectiveness of weight normalization. The
weight normalization could take those relative pair distances
into account, which could reflect the structure information
of training samples in a mini-batch. When p, q = 0, 0, the
weight normalization is just the average operation, which is
very important due to the large difference between the numbers
of positive and negative pairs.
• Multi-level feature fusion. v2 performs much better
than v1, demonstrating the effectiveness of multi-level fea-
7Due to the PK sampler to construct mini-batch, for every query sample
there are only K − 1 positive samples while (P − 1)K negative samples.
We set m1 = 0, without mining the positive samples.
8Due to the the large difference between the numbers of positive and
negative pairs, we perform the average operation. Therefore, it is compared
to v1 with p, q = 0, 0.
64 128 256 512 1024 2048
Pair-P 60 64.5 66.5 68.6 69.5 68.1
Triplet-P 59.1 62.9 66.3 68.4 69.5 69.4
Pair-E 58.9 62.9 66.2 68.6 68 67.7
Triplet-E 58.4 65 66.8 68.5 68.7 68.4
Pair-based loss 68.5
MS loss (v1) 66.8
MS loss (v2) 67.6
68.5
66.8
67.6
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Fig. 5. The comparison results (Recall@1 (%)) of our pair-based loss with
multi-similarity loss on CUB-200-2011 dataset.
ture fusion, which could obtain more discriminative features
compared to single-level feature.
• Pair-based weighting loss vs. triplet-based weighting
loss. Pair-based weighting loss (Eqn. (18)) and triplet-based
weighting loss (Eqn. (21)) can achieve comparable results
through parameters finetuning.
• pth power weighting vs. exponential weighting. pth
power weighting and exponential weighting also can achieve
comparable results through parameters finetuning. In our ex-
periments, under pair-based loss (Eqn. (18)) the best results are
obtained when p = 0 for pth power weighting and α = 0 for
exponential weighting. It is similar to the lifted structured loss
[21], which also assign wij = 1 for positive pairs, focusing
on weighting those informative negative pairs.
4) The feature dimensions: To explore the effect of feature
dimensions, we conducted experiments with varying fully
connected layer dimensions {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048},
using our proposed loss functions.
• Pair-P denotes the pair-based loss with pth power weight-
ing, setting p, q = 0, 1.
• Triplet-P denotes triplet-based loss with pth power
weighting, setting p = 5.
• Pair-E denotes the pair-based loss with exponential
weighting, setting α, β = 0, 2.
• Triplet-E denotes denotes triplet-based loss with expo-
nential weighting, setting α = 40.
Thanks to the multi-level features fusion, when the output
dimensions of fully connected layer is d, the dimension of
the final features is 3d. The recall@1 results are shown in
Fig. 4.
The performance of all four methods are consistently in-
creasing with d in {64, 128, 256, 512}. Pair-P, Triplet-P, and
Triplet-E achieve the best performance when d = 1024, while
Pair-E achieve the best performance when d = 512.
5) Comparison to multi-similarity loss [35]: We com-
pare our pair-based weighting loss function with exponential
weighting (also weight normalization and multi-level features
fusion) to the multi-similarity loss [35], since multi-similarity
loss is the most similar one to our method and achieves the
state-of-the-art performance. For fair comparison, we adopt
the parameters from its original paper, setting α, β = 2, 50 for
both loss functions, and m1 = 0, m2 = 1 for our loss, while
m = 1 for multi-similarity loss. Moreover, our pair-based
9TABLE III
THE RESULTS OF PAIRS WEIGHTING WITH DIFFERENT HYPER-PARAMETERS ON THE CUB-200-2011. WE CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS UTILIZING TWO
KINDS OF LOSS FUNCTIONS, PAIR-BASED AND TRIPLET-BASED, WITH TWO KINDS OF WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES, pth POWER WEIGHTING AND
EXPONENTIAL WEIGHTING.
Pair-based loss (Eqn. (18)) Triplet-based loss (Eqn. (21))
Racall@K (%) 1 2 4 8 16 32 1 2 4 8 16 32
Square 65.2 76.5 84.8 90.8 94.8 97.4 63.9 76.2 84.8 90.8 95.0 97.4
Po
w
er
w
ei
gh
tin
g
E
qn
s.
(2
6,
27
,2
8)
v0
p, q = 0, 0
63.4 74.2 82.9 89.2 93.9 97.1 60.9 73.4 82.6 90.0 94.6 97.1
v1 65.5 76.6 84.7 90.8 94.3 97.3 p = 0 64.3 75.8 84.5 90.4 95.0 97.3
v2 68.1 79.0 86.7 92.1 95.5 97.8 66.5 77.6 86.1 91.4 95.3 97.7
v0
p, q = 0, 1
56.9 68.4 78.1 86.1 91.7 95.2 61.1 72.9 82.3 89.3 94.4 97.0
v1 64.1 75.5 84.2 90.4 94.4 97.2 p = 1 63.6 75.3 84.2 90.9 94.7 97.3
v2 68.6 79.3 86.7 92.0 95.5 97.8 67.1 78.1 85.8 91.7 95.5 97.8
v2 p, q = 0, 0.5 68.4 78.3 86.4 92.3 95.9 97.8 p = 0.5 67.0 77.7 85.8 91.8 95.3 97.5
v2 p, q = 0.5, 0.5 68.0 78.4 86.4 92.0 95.6 97.8 p = 2 67.8 79.1 86.4 91.8 95.5 97.5
v2 p, q = 0, 2 68.1 78.4 86.3 91.6 95.4 97.8 p = 3 67.7 78.4 86.2 91.8 95.4 97.7
v2 p, q = 0, 4 68.1 79.0 86.9 92.0 95.4 97.6 p = 4 67.8 78.0 86.1 91.4 95.2 97.5
v2 p, q = 0, 5 67.7 78.5 86.7 91.6 95.7 97.5 p = 5 68.4 78.8 85.8 91.3 95.1 97.5
E
xp
on
en
tia
l
w
ei
gh
tin
g
E
qn
s.
(2
9,
30
,3
1)
v0
α, β = 0, 1
63.3 75.1 83.8 90.3 94.4 97.0 61.2 73.5 82.4 89.2 93.6 96.7
v1 64.8 75.8 84.6 91.0 95.0 97.3 α = 1 63.4 74.2 83.5 90.0 94.1 96.7
v2 67.6 78.7 86.8 92.3 95.4 97.8 66.5 77.2 85.5 91.9 95.6 97.8
v2 α, β = 0, 2 68.6 78.8 86.5 92.1 95.9 97.8 α = 2 67.5 78.4 86.5 92.1 95.6 97.6
v2 α, β = 1, 2 66.7 77.5 85.9 91.8 95.2 97.6 α = 3 66.4 77.9 86.2 91.7 95.4 97.6
v2 α, β = 2, 2 67.3 77.8 85.4 91.7 95.6 97.8 α = 5 66.8 77.5 85.4 91.6 9.3 97.6
v2 α, β = 0, 5 68.0 78.3 86.3 92.0 95.7 97.8 α = 10 67.2 77.7 86.3 91.6 95.4 97.4
v2 α, β = 0, 10 68.1 78.4 86.3 92.0 95.5 97.6 α = 20 67.7 78.7 86.2 91.4 95.3 97.6
v2 α, β = 0, 20 68.2 78.8 86.2 91.8 95.4 97.7 α = 40 68.5 78.7 86.8 92.1 95.3 97.7
v2 α, β = 0, 40 68.3 78.7 86.4 91.8 95.2 97.4 α = 60 67.8 78.7 86.9 92.0 95.6 97.7
v0: The baseline architecture, the black lines in Fig. 3. v1: The baseline architecture with weight normalization (Sec. III-B4). v2: The baseline architecture
with weight normalization and multi-level features fusion, adding the red lines in Fig. 3.
weighing loss adopts pair distance thresholds (Eqns. (16) and
(17)) for samples mining, while multi-similarity loss adopts
triplet margin mining (Eqns. (22 and (23)), setting  = 0.1.
In this case, the two loss functions can be mathematically
formulated as follows.
Our pair-based loss,
L({Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
w+ij [Dij −m1]+ +
∑
yij=0
w−ij [m2 −Dij ]+,
(38)
where w+ij =
exp(α(Dij−m1))∑
yij=1
exp(α(Dij−m1)) , and w
−
ij =
exp(β(m2−Dij))∑
yij=0
exp(β(m2−Dij)) .
The multi-similarity loss,
L({Dij}) = 1
α
log
[
1 +
∑
yij=1
exp
(
α(Dij −m)
)]
+
1
β
log
[
1 +
∑
yij=0
exp
(
β(m−Dij)
)]
,
which can be uniformly translated into our general pair-based
loss formulation as follows,
L({Dij}) =
∑
yij=1
w+ij(Dij −m) +
∑
yij=0
w−ij(m−Dij),
(39)
where w+ij =
exp(α(Dij−m))
1+
∑
yij=1
exp(α(Dij−m)) , and w
−
ij =
exp(β(m−Dij))
1+
∑
yij=0
exp(β(m−Dij)) .
From the loss functions, we can find that.
• The hinge function [·]+ in our loss would make all
the terms (Dij − m1 and m2 − Dij) in weights be
positive, while in multi-similarity loss those terms may
be negative.
• Our loss has two threshold parameters m1 for positive
pairs and m2 for negative pairs, while multi-similarity
loss only has one m for both positive and negative pairs.
• Compared to our method, the weights of multi-similarity
loss adds 1 in the denominator.
• In multi-similarity loss α and β can not be equal to 0,
setting constant weight, while our loss could.
We conduct experiments with the following losses, our pair-
based loss, the original multi-similarity loss (MS loss (v1)) and
the multi-similarity loss without adding 1 (MS loss (v2)). The
corresponding results are shown in Fig. 5.
(1) MS loss (v2) performs better than MS loss (v1). It
demonstrates that adding 1 is not a good operation for deep
metric learning. From the perspective of weighting, 1 =
exp(m−m) which may introduce sample pairs whose distance
is m for both positive and negative pairs, which may increase
the training difficulty.
(2) Our pair-based loss outperforms MS loss (v2), which
demonstrates the effectiveness of our the samples mining and
pairs weighting methods compared to those of multi-similarity
loss.
C. Comparison with state-of-the-art
We further compare the performance of our proposed
general pair-based weighting loss with the state-of-the-art
methods on image retrieval tasks. We empirically set m1 = 0,
m2 = 0.8, m = 0.1 for CUB-200-2011 and Cars196 datasets,
while m1 = 0, m2 = 1.0, m = 0.2 for SOP dataset. The other
hyper-parameters for weighing are listed in the brackets along
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON CUB-200-2011 AND CARS196 DATASETS IN TERMS OF RECALL@K (%). THE
HYPER-PARAMETERS FOR WEIGHING ARE LISTED IN THE BRACKETS ALONG WITH THE CORRESPONDING METHODS. THE ’-’ DENOTES THE
CORRESPONDING RESULTS ARE NOT REPORTED IN THE ORIGINAL PAPER.
Method Publication CUB-200-2011 Cars196
Racall@K (%) 1 2 4 8 16 32 1 2 4 8 16 32
Lifted structure loss [21] CVPR16 43.6 56.6 68.6 79.6 - - 53.0 65.7 76.0 84.3 - -
N-pair loss [27] NeurIPS16 51.0 63.3 74.3 83.2 - - 71.1 79.7 86.5 91.6 - -
Spectral clustering [16] ICML17 53.2 66.1 76.7 85.3 - - 73.1 82.2 89.0 93.0 - -
Clustering [20] CVPR17 48.2 61.4 71.8 81.9 58.1 70.6 80.3 87.8
proxy-NCA [19] ICCV17 49.2 61.9 67.9 72.4 - - 73.2 82.4 86.4 87.8 - -
Deeply cascaded [41] ICCV17 53.6 65.7 77.0 85.6 91.5 95.5 73.7 83.2 89.5 93.8 96.7 98.4
Margin [38] ICCV17 63.6 74.4 83.1 90.0 94.2 - 79.6 86.5 91.9 95.1 97.3 -
Deep adversarial [6] CVPR18 52.7 65.4 75.5 84.3 - - 75.1 83.8 89.7 93.5 - -
ABE [14] ECCV18 60.6 71.5 79.8 87.4 - - 85.2 90.5 94.0 96.1 - -
Hierarchical triplet loss [7] ECCV18 57.1 68.8 78.7 86.5 92.5 95.5 81.4 88.0 92.7 95.7 97.4 99.0
ABIER [22] TPAMI18 57.5 68.7 78.3 86.2 91.9 95.5 82.0 89.0 93.2 96.1 97.8 98.7
Hardness-aware [43] CVPR19 53.7 65.7 76.7 85.7 - - 79.1 87.1 92.1 95.5 - -
Ranked list loss [34] CVPR19 61.3 72.7 82.7 89.4 - - 82.1 89.3 93.7 96.7 - -
Multi-similarity loss [35] CVPR19 65.7 77.0 86.3 91.2 95.0 97.3 84.1 90.4 94.0 96.5 98.0 98.9
Pair-P (p, q, d = 0, 1, 1024) ours 69.5 79.9 87.2 91.9 95.8 97.9 86.3 91.8 95.1 97.4 98.6 99.3
Trilet-P (p, d = 5, 1024) ours 69.5 79.9 86.8 92.0 95.6 97.7 84.8 91.1 94.1 96.5 98.0 98.9
Pair-E (α, β, d = 0, 2, 1024) ours 68.0 78.6 86.7 92.1 95.6 97.9 86.5 92.1 95.1 97.4 98.7 99.3
Trilet-E (α, d = 40, 1024) ours 68.7 78.9 86.4 92.1 95.5 97.8 84.9 91.0 94.3 96.4 98.0 98.9
TABLE V
COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON SOP DATASET
IN TERMS OF RECALL@K (%). THE HYPER-PARAMETERS FOR WEIGHING
ARE LISTED IN THE BRACKETS ALONG WITH THE CORRESPONDING
METHODS. THE ’-’ DENOTES THE CORRESPONDING RESULTS ARE NOT
REPORTED IN THE ORIGINAL PAPER.
Method Publication SOP
Racall@K (%) 1 10 100
Lifted structure loss [21] CVPR16 62.5 80.8 91.9
N-pair loss [27] NeurIPS16 67.7 83.8 93.0
Clustering [20] CVPR17 67.0 83.7 93.2
proxy-NCA [19] ICCV17 73.7 - -
Margin [38] ICCV17 72.7 86.2 93.8
Deeply cascaded [41] ICCV17 69.5 84.4 92.8
Deep adversarial [6] CVPR18 68.4 83.5 92.3
Hierarchical triplet loss [7] ECCV18 74.8 88.3 94.8
ABE [14] ECCV18 76.3 88.4 94.8
ABIER [22] TPAMI18 74.2 86.9 94.0
Hardness-aware [43] CVPR19 68.7 83.2 92.4
Ranked list loss [34] CVPR19 79.8 91.3 96.3
Multi-similarity loss [35] CVPR19 78.2 90.5 96.0
Pair-P (p, q, d = 1, 5, 1024) ours 80.8 91.9 96.9
Triplet-P (p, d = 5, 1024) ours 79.8 91.5 96.5
Pair-E (α, β, d = 2, 10, 1024) ours 80.9 92.1 96.9
Triplet-E (α, d = 40, 1024) ours 80.3 91.6 96.7
with the corresponding methods in Tables IV and V. We can
find the following observations.
• Our proposed general weighting losses can achieve the
best performance against all the compared methods,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our samples mining
and pais weighting methods in our general weighting loss
formulations.
• Our proposed general weighting losses outperform not
only those existing pair-based losses (lifted structure
loss [21], N-pair loss [27], margin [38], hierarchical
triplet loss [7], ranked list loss [34], multi-similarity loss
[35]), but also clustering-based methods (clustering [20],
spectral clustering [16], proxy-NCA [19]), adversarial
techniques (deep adversarial [6], hardness-aware [43])
and even ensemble approaches (ABE [14], ABIER [22]).
• On the fine-grained datasets, like CUB-200-2011 and
Cars196, our methods achieve new state-of-the-art per-
formance much better than the previous state-of-the-art.
While on the large-scale dataset with enormous cate-
gories, like SOP, our methods can achieve a little better
(or comparable) performance compared to the previous
state-of-the-art.
Qualitative Results: Figs. 6 and 7 respectively show the
Barnes-Hut t-SNE visualization [29] of the learned embed-
dings of CUB-200-2011 and Cars196 by our proposed pair-
based weighting loss. Since the two datasets are fine-grained
datasets, the visual differences between two classes tend to
be very subtle, which makes it difficult for human beings to
distinguish. We observe that despite the subtle inter-class dif-
ferences and large intra-class variations, such as backgrounds,
viewpoints, illuminations and poses, our methods can still be
able to cluster those images from the same class.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, based on the existing pair-based losses, we
present a general pair-based weighting loss formulation for
deep metric learning to discriminatively learning the semantic
embeddings. It casts the pair-based loss into two aspects,
samples mining and pairs weighting. Samples mining aims at
selecting the informative pairs in order to exploit the structure
relationship among a mini-batch. Pairs weighting aims at
assigning different weights for different pairs to make them
contribute differently. We reviewed those existing pair-based
losses inline with our general weighting loss formulation.
Some possible samples mining and pairs weighting techniques
are detailedly explored, and the potential combinations of them
are also considered. Extensive experiments on three image
retrieval benchmarks with new state-of-the-art performance
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Fig. 6. Barnes-Hut t-SNE visualization [29] of our embeddings on the test split (class 101 to 200; 5,924 images) of CUB-200-2011. Best viewed on a monitor
when zoomed in.
Fig. 7. Barnes-Hut t-SNE visualization [29] of our embeddings on the test split (class 99 to 196; 8,131 images) of Cars196. Best viewed on a monitor when
zoomed in.
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demonstrate the effectiveness of our general pair-based weight-
ing loss for deep metric learning.
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